Rob Lohman
SPEAKER, BESTSELLING AUTHOR, COACH, PODCASTER

Sober since 2001 after a suicide attempt, Rob helps people
find FREEDOM from substance abuse and feeling "stuck in a
rut" to living a transformed life. He does this through sharing
his testimony, Interventions, Coaching, Speaking, and being
the host of both Beyond The Bars Radio and Addiction,
Freedom & Faith Podcasts.

Rob invests in the lives of those wanting to see positive
change, whether it is coming out of addiction, life transition,
or just wanting more for their lives. He is a dynamic speaker
who shares an extremely powerful journey of persistence,
faith, and inspiration. Rob is also the Bestselling Author of
The Addiction Intervention Book.
MESSAGE

TESTIMONIALS

RESTORING HOPE, IDENTITY &
PURPOSE TO YOUR _________
(BUSINESS, SCHOOL, MINISTRY, CLUB, RECOVERY GROUP...)

Vance Johnson - Former Denver Bronco

Learning Outcomes
How to find FREEDOM from your
past, find joy in your present, &
believe in the hope for your future
How

to

DISCOVER

"Sharing a stage with Rob Lohman was an honor.
What a powerful testimony!"

your

true

“Rob has bravely faced the difficulties of addiction
himself, which uniquely qualifies him to help others
navigate those same stormy seas.”
Jeff Carney - Franklin Covey Company

identity in who you are, not in what
you do
How to find your FREEDOM from

Dr. Neil Anderson - Freedom in Christ Ministries

addictive behaviors
How

to

persevere

through

challenges so you can enjoy the
blessing on the other side

"Rob, thank you for what you are doing. What a
powerful testimony of hope."

"Rob, you have an amazing testimony and ministry.
Grateful to be a part of your project."
Al & Lisa Robertson - Duck Dynasty

"Working with Rob not only saved my life, but
restored a passion and purpose for my future."
Jackie - Former Client

BOOKING INFORMATION

Phone: (720) 828-2750
Email: bookings@LiftedFromTheRut.com
Website: RobLohmanSpeaks.com

